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TILT AND TURN WINDOWS

FIXED FRAME WINDOWS

These windows combine the benefits of picture windows
and opening windows. Large panes of glass can be tilted
inwards to allow for ventilation, or the full sash can be
swung inwards to fully open the window – ideal for use
as an extra fire escape, or as an access door. Tilt and
turn windows are often used as full height windows
positioned in the same elevation as folding or sliding
door products.

The ideal way to allow for maximum light with minimum
outlay, these non-opening windows can be manufactured
to fit the smallest or largest spaces to create an
impressive glass feature. Fixed frame windows can be
made to perfectly match any Express products that they
sit alongside.
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1.

WELCOME
HOME
Imagine a striking home with sophisticated, head-turning design
at its heart. From industry leading bi-folding doors and roof lanterns,
to feature windows and sliding doors, we can help you bring your
dream home to life.
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BI-FOLDING DOORS
LET THERE BE LIGHT
Transform your home into a grand design with one of the highest
quality aluminium bi-folding doors on the market. Make sure you
get exactly the look and feel you want with a bi-folding door that
invites the outdoors inside.
These bi-folding doors are manufactured in the UK at a state-ofthe-art facility and include:
• 4 standard colours and over 200 RAL colours
• An array of metallic and textured finishes
• Narrow sight lines for uninterrupted views
• A full range of integral blinds available
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XP VIEW
The fundamental design of the XP View is perfect
for both replacement projects and new build
residential homes. This industry leading bi-folding
door boasts both the slimmest sight lines and
largest individual panels on the market.
PRODUCT FEATURES
• Narrow frame width with a typical sight line of
just 120 mm
• Each door can be manufactured up to 1200 mm
wide and up to 3000 mm high
• Door leaves stack left or right, and inward
or outward
• Secured by Design accreditation for complete
peace of mind
• Patented design of adjustable rebates in the side
jamb of the outer frame
• Suitable for large expanses well in excess of
10 metres
• Rounded external profiles for a stunning
modern aesthetic

XP10
The XP10 is ideally suited for residential
projects and offers many of the same qualities
as the XP View while being a more cost
effective solution.
PRODUCT FEATURES
• Manufactured up to 6.5 metres wide
• Typical sight line of just 132 mm
• Low 30 mm thermally broken threshold
option available
• Secured by Design accreditation for
complete peace of mind
• Colour-coded handles and panel
catch available
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OPEN UP YOUR HOME
Stylish and functional, large sliding doors are becoming
increasingly popular as a viable alternative to bi-folding
doors. Effectively huge walls of glass that can effortlessly
slide to one side, these doors are stylish and functional,
and add real visual impact to your home. They create
inspiring spaces that are modern and light and, at the
same time, provide an amazing view.

SLIDING
DOORS
6.
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XP GLIDE
Designed to move with the slightest touch, the XP Glide
adds a striking visual element to any home or property.
Huge expanses of glass blend the inside and out, bathing
your room in natural light. This sliding door is a perfect
fusion of modern aesthetics, thermal performance and
functionality. The bestselling sliding door in our range, it’s
the ideal solution for new builds, extensions and
door replacements.
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PRODUCT FEATURES
• Designed to house a double glazed unit weighing
up to 200 kg
• Secured by Design accredited product for complete
peace of mind
• Suitable for heavy duty applications
• Twin, triple track and wider
configurations available
• Typical sight line of just 35 mm
• Stainless steel feature handle available
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LIFT AND SLIDE DOORS

XP GLIDE S
A wonderful way to open up your home,
the XP Glide S is an exceptional product
designed for projects of the grandest scale.
A simple turn of a handle lifts the door onto
ball bearings, allowing it to open easily. This
system also means the door can be locked in
any position.
PRODUCT FEATURES
•
•
•
•

Stainless steel feature handle
Soft close on sliding door panels
Smooth, quiet operation
118 mm typical sight line (a slimline
version with a sight line of just 46 mm is
available in twin track doors)
• Designed to house a double glazed unit
weighing up to 300 kg
• Extremely thermally efficient product with
an overall U value of just 1.3

XP GLIDE R
The XP Glide R is a premium quality lift and slide system.
A simple turn of a handle lifts the door onto ball bearings,
allowing even 280 kg doors to slide open effortlessly.
Like the XP Glide S, this door can be locked in any
position. The XP Glide R boasts many of the same
benefits as our Glide S model but features more slender
profiles, and is a more cost-effective, heavy-duty lift and
slide door system.
PRODUCT FEATURES
• An internal upstand which can be set against the
finished floor level for a flush internal finish
• Burglar-resistant design up to security class WK2
• 69 mm typical sight line on two panel lift and
slide doors
• The elevating sliding gearing makes operation easy
• Designer handle range available
• Moving corner post available
• Overall U values as low as 1.4 W/m2k
• Secured by Design accredited product
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INTEGRAL
BLINDS
PICTURE PERFECT

PRODUCT FEATURES
• No UV degradation
• 12.5 mm slat available in white, silver or anthracite
grey, plus 6 additional pastel colour options
• Suitable for all vertical window applications
• Total privacy and light control
• Ideal for rooms with a lot of moisture, such as kitchens
and bathrooms
• Clean for life
• Minimalist finish to your door or window with no need
for further blinds or curtain rail head

The ideal solution for bi-folding and sliding doors, integral
blinds simply fold away with your doors. These practical
and stylish blinds offer protection from sun glare and
heat, and because they are tucked away in the door’s
glazing they are maintenance and dust free. Hardly visible
when retracted, integral blinds are less obtrusive than
other solutions. Offered in a range of colours, they can be
Venetian or pleated, and are operated by hand cord, solar
power or electric.
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ROOF
SYSTEMS
THE SKY’S THE LIMIT
Let your imagination soar with a unique configuration of
roofing and door products, all of which are manufactured
by dedicated craftspeople at a state-of-the-art facility,
guaranteeing a perfect finish every time.
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EOS ROOF LANTERN
Designed to flood light into any room, the
EOS Roof Lantern’s strong ridge means the
roof is comprised of less frame and more
glass, providing picture perfect views every
time. The popularity of this product means
it’s always in stock and readily available.

14.

PRODUCT FEATURES
• Superb thermal performance
• Fewer joints between glass to improve
watertightness
• 25 degree pitch
• Full RAL colour range
• Maximum light transition
• Available in set sizes
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WINDOWS

OPEN UP A WORLD OF
POSSIBILITIES
Complete your dream home with windows that invite the outside in.
Windows are all available in 4 standard colours, as well as a choice of
over 200 RAL colours and various finishes to make sure your home
looks just the way you imagined.
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600 SERIES CASEMENT
WINDOWS
These casement windows open outwards and are
available in two distinctive styles. Flat sash casement
windows have a square modern outer frame with opening
sashes that sit completely flush against it. Also available
is a chamfered sash and outer frame which creates a
bevelled and more traditional looking window.
PRODUCT FEATURES
• Suitable for all general use applications
• An enhanced window system designed to comply with
the revisions of the Building Regulations
• Profiles feature an extended polyamide thermal break
to enhance each window’s thermal performance
• Square profiles offered as standard. Ovolo and
chamfered profiles available on request
• Available in the full range of RAL colours, with dual
colour options available, and the option for a metallic
textured or woodgrain finish
• Can achieve window energy ‘B’ rating
• 28 mm double or triple glazed units

Tilt and Turn

600 Series Bay Windows

18.

600 Series Casement

Fixed Frame
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